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ABSTRACT
The paper reports a pilot study of 280' entering first

grade-sVudents to try to identify potential harlicaps, giftedness, or.
other special needs: During the peeregistration program Ss were given
measures of visual acuity, auditory acuity, and lapguage functioning.
Language test data allowed the identification of six profile types
for further evaluation: speech/language impaired, learning disabled,
mentally retarded, children with dialectal variations, intellectually
gifted, and normal. (DB)
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It is the intent of the authors to relate the construct of human intellect to

linguistic performance and to demonstrate that judgments regarding educational needs

tr.*
and placement can be made on the basis of this performance:

CY`

The human ability for thinking is_referred to besociety
.

as intelligence, aM
4

r^4 nebulous, hypothetical construct designed by humans to explain their own tkehavior.
CN.1

C.7.) Presumably the more intelligent one is, -or becomes, the more purplueful the behavior

'that will be exhibited." Theoretically, then, intellect is-the intangible element ,

S

that determines behavior. While a consensus regarding the appropriate definition of

the term intellect may never be reached, generally accepted definitions usually in-

elude such terms as reasoning,
/

memory, cognition, understanding, an recognition

(Thurstone, 1938; Guilford, 1956, 1967; Torrance,'1971). Ap appropriate conclusion

. based on thesg lists of intellectual characteristics would be that mental abilities

are reflected in linguistic achievements (Bloom, 1970,973; Brown, 1973; Cromer 1 ,

1976i

wis

Throughout the United StAtes, children report to first grade classrooms for rea-

sons based on society's assumption) about six-year-olds and their abilities In general,

a child with a six-year birthday prior to September 1st is assumed to be ready to enter

first grade, while a child whose birthday occurs on September 2nd is judged as needing

anoither year of maturity before enrolling in the first grade curriculum. Realistically,

,educators encounter many children, whether or not their birthdays correspond to Sept-

\ ember 41st-or-earlier legislation, who lack the intellectual or linguistic abilities for

early school experiences. It is important, then, to locate these children as quickly as

possible and to avoid early academic failure. Ideally,early identification of academic

"nonreadi-ness" allows individualization of programming in order that every child may
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receive the type of education that' is appropriate for his/her specific needs--a program

that avorS the negati-le.effedtof an endless cycle of academic failure and frus-

tration. It i5 the- premise of:this paper that the tmlOrtant task of recognizing in-

dividuals who lack the skills defined as academic readiness may be identified based on

their linguistic performance prior to enteringflrst glade.

In the Lafayette'County,Misstssippi SchOols4during the acadevic years. 1978 and

1979,'X pilot study was initiated to determine if individual differences could be id\-- ,

'.entified prior to school enrollment which would assist the school system in appropriate

placement and prograMming for entering first graders. A total population of .280 stu-,

dents was examined during the study.. Three parameters of behaVior were selected for
a.

examination by speech' pathology interns
- (under the supervision of a certifieti,speech

pathologisl And the school'nurse) during a pre-registration program: (1) visual acaity;

(2) auditory:acuity;, and, (3) language functioning. The tests Of sensory adequacy were

administeredein order that faulty learning due to the maintaining factors of poor vision

or hearing loss could be eliminated to the extent that was possible. Follow-up eval-
i

uations prior to the outset of the school year were obtained, for those whO fSiled to

0 perform normally in these areas. These follow-up evaluations w re conducted by opto-
//.
-.metrists, ophthalmologists, otologists, and/or audidlogists, as w considered appro--

priate based on the test findings. 'Fitting of corrective lens or hearing aids and/or
A

enrollment in programs of aural rehabilitation were used as indicated with these child-.

ren. 'Tests of language functioning focused on the chT!s facility with the linguistic

variables of content, form and use. A screening_procekre Which included examination

of receptive and expressive, vocabulary, correct use of the sound.system of English,

appropriate selection of grammatical markers and rules, and adequate use of language

as .a social tdbl was employed.

Results of the pilot study were considered positive in that the data suggested

that judgments could be made in regard to subsequent first grade groups based on the
7
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-test results. These were:
4

1. Children with.sensoriprobltms could be identired early and receive

treatment prior td enrollment in\school. Fzcilitative learning en-

vironments could be construCtecfs needed and resource or classroom

services specific 10 the children's needs could be anticipated.

2.
A

Children with language deficincies could be categorized specififc

disorder groups'with recoaeridations for follow-up evaluations. Sus-
.

pected problems could then be ruled out or specia ource or class-
.

ii.room placement could be made on the basis of more indePth testing.
44

3. Children with intact sensvry and linguistic systems could 'be judged

ready for first grade placement without further evaluation.

4. Children'with exceptional performance in.11'nguiStic functioning coukd

, be referredNforfiesting and placement in- programs for the Intellectually

gifted. ' _

k ,

7
,......

The results of the study revealed that specific profiles'coufd be identified

based on language-test. d4ta. % ' ,,

.\

%

. Z
. a. Speech /language impaired--These children presented dlfficulties with

*
specific aspects`of linguistic functioning_ Children who needed furthec,

. . , N.,

evaluation by the speech..pathologist in the use

(,0 ,

f speech sounds, gi7ain-, tY

matical markOrs or _rules, and soctil 'aspects 4`f communicator, were id-
.

.enttfied. . % 1

b. learning disabled-'-These childrelPs performance on the scrgening test
i

was.characterivd by.marked.difftr4ce?-between specific skills. Pri-- -

. , . e

marily, they presented high/low profiles_of skills underlying lan-guage

content, form and use-. For example, Iheir performpnce on sectiops. mees=#

1

uring vocabulary kay,;laVe been adequate or greater than normal,'while
,.. .

their faciLitY in'..scrlectfog grammatical markers'add/or rules may have beah

° significantly below their expected level of-competence. Anoth2r common

. a \ -, -.41. A

1,A
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i

.,,
1 --\ .,

*finding ,rel4ed to this exceaiunality-was- that ofiinconsiftent mist
_ .

g .

articulation of speech sounds. Children presenting ore
..,'e

or bath of, .

...

these charac'terjstics were referred to the6-peech pathologist for
of

1
further evaluation and to the local survey)committee, at? the end 40-_,

..

thk acadeMic year tAkdetermiTie the need for further academic'testing.

c. mentally retarded--Children in this area of suspected exceptionality

demonstraqd an overall )delay in all areas orlanguage development.

Typically, they were reluctant to speak, exhibited numerous articulation" .

errors, failed to demonstrated -an understanding of the

task(s) required, and had reportely failed to reach deVelopmental

milestones on schedyle. These children were immediately referred to
. .

. .

'school personnel- Testing was accomplished during the summer monthl
.

.

prior:to enrollment in- first grade.
. 4

. .

d. 'dialectal variatons--The language test which were administered' nec-

essarily examined lingu4f6c performance from the standpoint of the use of,
........... , ,, . .

.. theAarbitrary code of Standard.English. Based on the test data, two

groups of c4ildren who presented dialectal variations were..identified.

.

The first group was comprised of children;-who used a dialeCtal iariation
,

which conformed to the language of their speech commbnity. ,In other

\
words, the children learned the rules of theil- peers in an appropriate

fashion, and this rule system (and its variationsfrarr Standard English)
,

could be identified from the test data. These children were considered\ k
,..#

-11 to be ready for the usual first grade experiences, and teachers Were ln-

AP

a

strutted to be sensitive to the Code differences between the school.

and home environments. 'he second group presented, some dialectal

variations considered typical of their speech community, IRA they also

exhibited faulty development of speech souls or rules apart from those

which would be predicted by the language.of their home environment. -1Xest

5
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individuals were next evaluated as though they Were speech%

lanAgeiMPaired..

.e. intellectualiPgifted--These children presented superior profiles

te4

, in all areas of language deVelopment. Generally they presented t,

-sentences that Were markedly longeror contained more complex

* syntactic,structures'than their peers. Theirvocabulary was judged.

to be.superior and their use of langua9twas more refined. These.

children were referred for/testing to determinqhe need for special

resource classes for the gifted and /or advanced grade placement.
.

ksummarr,of the data resulting fromthe pilot study can be found in Table J.

.

,

-.. . .
.

.

. . , J811' '''. fable I. Chi-ldren identified by languagescreening test as needing further set-vices

and those later diagnosed for placement in exceptionality groups..

4`

P

'Diagnottic Category Identified by 'Teit Later/Placed in the

Diagnostic Category
Over - referred

4

a. Speech /language impaired 24 /21'N7

b. learning disabled , * *

c. Mentally retarded 10 -8

d. cialectal \fade:10ns, +

other speech/language problems, 21

e. 'gifted . 6

f. normal (no services--includes
normal dialectal differences 0 219

TOTAL

0

This study deMbristrated the relationship between linguistic functioning and academic

14

4

233

3

'2

7'

2

280

achievement. While this method tends to'over-identily suspected speech/language and

other academic problems, fit ensures that alichildren in need.of further evaluation and

subsequent placement are referred.

9



The, riwery advantage (IT this system is that children are identified and eval-

uated prior to the beginning of first grade. Appropriate placement decisions can be

made andschildren with special needs can begin receiving individualized instruction

on the first aey of their school experience.

a
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